The liquid structure of seven representative Fe-Si-B alloys has been investigated by ab initio molecular dynamics simulation focusing on the role of clusters in terms of glass-forming ability (GFA) and crystallization. It is demonstrated that the type of primary phase precipitated from amorphous state under heat treatment is determined by the relative fraction and role of various clusters in melt. The alloy melt shows higher stability and resultantly larger GFA when there is no dominant cluster or several clusters coexist, which explains the different GFAs and crystallization processes at various ratios of Si and B in the Fe-Si-B system. The close correlation among clusters, crystalline phase and GFA is also studied.
Introduction
As one of the prerequisites for the easy formation of metallic glasses (MGs), chemical short range order (CSRO) is well known in transition-metal-metalloid (TM-M) type MGs [1, 2] . Recently, atomic clusters consisting of several atoms have been observed directly [3] , which confirms that MGs can be considered as the dense packing of atomic clusters. So the short range order (SRO) can be treated as the basic unit for exploring the merits of MGs. For a given alloy system, the cluster types in liquid and amorphous state are changeless. However, the difficulties are encountered when attempting to explain the different glass-forming abilities (GFAs) [4] and different primary phases precipitated from amorphous state under heat treatment [5, 6] by using existing models and empirical rules, such as the efficient cluster packing (ECP) model [7] , mixing enthalpy and multi-component guiding principles [8] .
The roles of SROs in glass-forming alloy are still open. On the one hand, SRO in melt prevents the appearance of structurally different ordered phases, tends to stabilize the undercooled liquid [9] , and lowers the driving forces for nucleation of the crystalline phase [10] . On the other hand, SRO favors the crystallization, as it has the chance to promote the crystallization even in the undercooled melt [11] by participating in nucleation without breaking chemical bonds [12] . So, the two effects are paradoxical, and further investigations on the effects of SROs on GFA and crystallization are needed.
In this paper, the effects of SROs in the Fe-Si-B alloy system on the glass formation and crystallization were investigated, and a brief relationship between clusters, primary phase and GFA was also studied.
Methods
Seven representative compositions (see Table 1 ) are selected according to the plot of critical ribbon thickness against Fe-Si-B composition [4] . All alloys are equilibrated at 30 K above the liquidus temperature obtained from literatures [13] .
The liquid structure of the samples is investigated by the ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations. As a completely independent route, AIMD simulations is often used to obtain the static liquid and amorphous structure, and deduce a general trend by systematically comparing a number of MG systems with different chemical make-ups [1] . AIMD has been used to model the local atomic structure of MGs and alloy melts, and has been shown to reliably reproduce experimental observations, e.g., the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and neutron scattering spectra, and the results from other simulation methods, e.g., reverse Monte Carlo [3, [14] [15] [16] . AIMD is capable of providing reliable simulation for investigating the microstructure at the atomic scale. In our simulations, a cubic cell containing 100 atoms with periodic boundary conditions and 3000 configurations was used for structure analysis after every system was equilibrated at 30 K above its liquidus temperature for 3 ps. For more details, it can be seen in Ref. [14] .
Results and discussion
The partial and total pair distribution functions (PDFs) of the seven alloys are similar, and a sample is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that metalloid atoms show weak first-nearest peaks and strong second-nearest peaks with each other. More importantly, the PDFs of Fe-Si-B in amorphous state are similar to that of liquid state except the predictable splitting of the second peaks in curves [17] . This is due to that amorphous structure is hereditary from its precursor through rapid solidification, and both are similar to each other in structure and cluster type except the cluster size. From Fig. 1 , it can be seen that there exist the same clusters of FeSi, FeB and pure Fe clusters in the seven alloys.
Voronoi Polyhedra (VPs) analysis is performed on the atomic configuration and a signature is employed to represent shapes of the polyhedron: 〈n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 〉, i.e., n j is the number of j-sided faces. Fig. 2 presents the largest and second largest fraction atom-centered VPs and its sum diagram for the Fe-Si- (1) For various alloys, the polyhedron with the index of 〈0, 3, 6, 4〉 has the largest fractions for both Si and Fe atoms. As 〈0, 3, 6, 4〉 and its derivatives 〈0, 1, 10, 2〉, 〈0, 2, 8, 2〉 are usually considered as the deformed body-centered cubic (bcc) VPs, Si atoms have the similar bcc-like environment with Fe matrix. (2) The sum of the largest and second largest B-centered VPs, i.e., 〈0, 3, 6, 0〉 and 〈0, 2, 8, 0〉, is around 24%, which is much higher than that of Si-centered VPs. This suggests that for the Fe-Si-B ternary system, (FeB) clusters are formed much more easily than (FeSi) clusters. (3) Though it is difficult to relate the fraction of Fe-, Si-, Bcentered VPs directly with its critical thickness in Table 1 To offer more structural information to understand its various GFA, CSRO analysis is explored. Specially, the CSRO is confined to the nearest-neighbor (NN) shell in our discussion. An atom-centered CSRO in which other same type atoms can be found is called an S-type CSRO. If the atoms in the NN shell all are pure Fe atoms, then this CSRO is called a P-type CSRO. So, a Fe-centered P-type CSRO in fact is a pure Fe cluster. The fraction of atom-centered CSROs for the seven alloy melts and the primary phases of the corresponding MGs are listed in Table 1 .
As Fe-Si alloy melt has demonstrated its poor stability by the precipitation of crystalline phase during a rapid quenching process [19] , while Fe-B alloy melt can be frozen to 0.04 mm thick amorphous ribbons, it is safe to speculate that (FeSi) clusters have larger driving force and will be precipitated prior to (FeB) clusters in Fe-Si-B alloy. According to the Fe-Si-B equilibrium phase diagrams, the precipitation of Si-containing primary phase is followed the sequence of Fe(Si), Fe 3 Si, FeSi with the increase of Si content [20] . From Table 1 [6] , and hence shows the high stability and large critical thickness (250 μm). 6. Fe 78 Si 9 B 13 is the near eutectic composition according to the definition of Decristofaro [21] . According to the effects of strong clusters at eutectics [22] , the liquid structure of Fe 78 Si 9 B 13 should be unique and stable, and thus show large critical thickness.
Therefore, for a given alloy system, when only one type of clusters dominates, it is prone to destabilize and precipitate firstly. If there is no dominant clusters or several clusters coexist, complicated structure forms and diverse components present to stabilize the liquid and promote glass formation by inhibiting the crystallization, which meets the 'confusion principle' [23] . Furthermore, the view that cluster coexistence promotes the GFA is consistent with the theory of multicomponent chemical short-range order (MCSRO) [24] .
It is easier to understand the continuous variation of critical thicknesses with chemical composition of Fe-Si-B system when taking above discussions into account. The stabilities and GFAs of Fe-Si-B system can be attributed to the relative fraction and the role of various clusters (pure Fe clusters, (FeB) and (FeSi) clusters), which is different from the viewpoints proposed by Ko [11] .
The results above have also suggest that melts, MG and primary crystalline are connected closely by their interior clusters. As one of the most typical meta-stable material bridging liquid and crystalline material, MG can offer an alternate possibility to explore the detailed information of clusters. The information of clusters in Fe-based alloy melts is always difficult to obtain directly, because of the limited methods and technique at high temperature. Since MG is usually treated as 'frozen liquid' the ordering in amorphous state can be considered as the continuation in melt. Experimental results have already suggested that clusters in Fe-based alloy melt can be maintained until amorphous state [25] . Ordering and growth of pre-existed clusters turn into the primary task on the micro scale when under heat treatment [26] . So, investigating the relaxation and crystallization procedure of MG, can offer the chances for exploring cluster information. It is accepted that amorphization is indeed a competing process between disordering and ordering, which are aimed at a glass and a crystalline material, respectively. So the crystallization trend has been used to measure the GFA of MGs. One of the most typical GFA criteria, supercooled liquid region (ΔT x ¼ T x À T g ) is widely used and assimilated by subsequent work [27] , in which the viewpoint that the higher the ΔT x , the larger the GFA is emphasized.
Combining the role of clusters and the above discussion, the correlation between clusters, GFA and primary phase can be summarized as in Fig. 3 .
It may be concluded that MG can serve as the appropriate bridge connecting the melt and primary phase. More importantly, the GFA and primary phase of MG are determined by the relative fraction and role of clusters in melt. These concepts can be used as a guideline for tailoring large GFA material and the primary phase of MG.
Conclusions
(1) The different GFAs of Fe-Si-B system is resulted from the relative fraction and the role of various clusters, including pure Fe clusters, (FeB) and (FeSi) clusters. (2) When only one type of clusters dominates in Fe-Si-B melt, it will precipitate firstly from amorphous state under heat treatment. If there is no dominant cluster or several clusters coexist, the alloy melt is much more stable and shows larger GFA.
(3) The MG and its interior clusters can serve as the appropriate bridge by connecting the melt and primary phase.
